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“TRAVEL ME TO MILOS” WELCOMES YOU 

 

Travel me to Milos has been specializing in tailor made holiday planning solutions for 
individuals and groups since 2012, focusing on meeting the needs and requirements of every 
client. 
 
Our company provides shorex support to Celestyal Cruises since 2014. 
 
We can provide a wide range of activities including sightseeing tours, combined land & sea 
tours, sea kayking, 4x4 & ATV safari, watersports, cooking lessons and food tours.  
 

Your contacts 

Name Antonis Mallis Chrysa Kavalierou 

Role 
General Management 

B2B relations 
Customer Service 

(B2C, B2B) 

Speaks English 
English, French, Spanish, 

Russian 

Mob: +30 6938 18 52 13 +30 6951 69 95 51 

Tel: +302287041008 

Email: antonis@travelmilos.com chrysa@travelmilos.com 

Skype travelmilos travelmilos 
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Proposed Itineraries 

 

Bus Tours 

1. Best of Milos Tours (FD) 

(Full day) Sightseeing and Swimming 

This is a tour designed to include the best of Milos in one full day, an ideal 
option for ‘island hopping’ packages and people who don’t want to rent a car. 
Includes:  
 
-Papafragkas cave (quick historical overview about the village of Phylacopi, 
but without entering the archaeological site) 
-Sarakiniko beach (30 minutes visit) 
-Plaka (walk in the traditional alleys) 
-Catacombs, site where Venus de Milo was found, ruins of ancient town of 
Klima, ancient theater (1-1,5hr stop, including visit to the Catacombs) 
-Fish village of Klima 
-Swim in Palaiochori or Provatas (2,5 hours stop for swimming & water sports) 
– Beach is organized with beach bars, for any snacks/refreshments. 
 
Duration: 10:00 – 18:00 
You can download pictures of this tour by clicking here.  
 

 

2. Geological Tour 

 

The greatest and most intriguing characteristic of Milos for the conscious visitor is its volcanic 
nature and geological wealth, which this carefully designed tour allows to explore. 
Based on the Miloterranean Geo Walks, an extensive geological path network of the Milos 
Mining Museum that reveals the terrain of Milos and the geological history behind it in 6 
routes, this tour includes parts of Route No2 (Volcano) and No4 (Aggeria). 
 
Our stops include: 
-Papafragkas cave 
A small sandy beach lays hidden in this 
breathtaking cave. Pumice is created when 
super-heated, highly pressurized rock is 
violently ejected from a volcano, and we can 
see evidence of this in the impressive white 
rocks of Papafrangas. Irregularly shaped 
spherical pieces of pumice have been scoured 
out and bound together in a compact layer with 
a white powder of the same composition. This 
is the result of layers of ash, rich in pumice, 
having been deposited in a marine environment. 
-Mining museum, Obsidian collection 
Short guided tour at the Milos Mining Museum. 
Exhibits and photographs of the exhibition showcase the impressive geological particularity 
of Milos and narrate in their own way the mining history of the island; the Milos obsidian 
collection is an absolute must-see.  

http://www.travelmetomilos.com/
mailto:info@travelmilos.com
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/8qk5jal1uyiz6ii/AAAnJJgQzC7UlO_jPXaib1mwa?dl=0
http://www.travelmetomilos.com/en/milloterranean-geo-walks/?utm_source=B2Bcatalog2014&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=B2Bcatalog2014
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-Salt fields 

Next stop are the Salt fields. With the help and knowledge of our experienced escort, we 
will go through the history of the Salt fields and learn about the port of Kanava and its 
importance from the Middle Ages, leading up to the early 20th century. 
-Crater of Fyriplaka, with the century-old cedar trees 
We will pass through the steep entrance of the crater and continue down a slippery road that 
leadsto a clearing right in the center of the crater, wherethe old cedar trees abide. 
-Kalamos (volcano ending) we will admire the fumaroles and visit the observation standpoint 
of Ag. Kyriaki beach 
-Aggeria mine (largest active bentonite mine in Europe) 
-Modern Mineral processing factory 
 
Duration: 10:00-15:30 
 

You can download pictures of this tour by clicking here. 

 

3. Combined Land & Sea Excursion 

 

This is a unique tour since it can combine bus and boat 

tour in a day! 

The group starts with the land tour which will include:  

-Sarakiniko beach (30 minutes visit) – white volcanic rocks 
-Plaka (walk in the traditional alleys) 
Then we transfer to a small port at the south of the 

island embarking on a boat trip with a traditional wooden 

boat to the most famous landmark of Milos, Kleftiko.  

Tour duration: 10:00-18:00 (5hrs land tour, 3 hrs boat 

trip) 

 

4. Milos Off-Road Experience 

Milos is an island of great differences, with an 

entire region that is far enough from any 

village or trace of civilization to be named as 

virgin or wild territory.  

This intriguing western side of the island we 

will be exploring with our 4x4 Milos Off Road 

Experience tour, getting you to areas that 

regular vehicle would not be able to reach, 

without the stress of directions or road 

conditions, as you allow our experienced escort 

to lead you to explore the hidden Milos. 

This is a FD private tour, operated by a 4x4 luxurious vehicle, with the following 
recommended itinerary: 
 

http://www.travelmetomilos.com/
mailto:info@travelmilos.com
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/9qpvbu8acgk4uwf/AACCtGoULRIQXxaV4WoeAkYza?dl=0
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-Sarakiniko, our first stop to the renowned lunar beach of Milos, not limited to the touristy, 
panoramic view, but exploring the mesmerizing environment 
-Papafragkas cave, a visit to one of the most impressive open volcanic caves of the laced 
norther coastline of Milos 
-Western Milos and Agia Marina, driving through the western side of Milos, into unwelcoming 
dirt roads and stops to take in the breathtaking panoramic port view 
-Cape Vani, the impressive cape on the north-west extreme of the island, with the legendary 
old manganese mines, a once in a lifetime experience 
-Agathia beach, for swimming and for a small picnic in one of the most beautiful secluded 
beached of the western side 
-Empourios, this is an optional stop, in a small seafront settlement with a traditional 
taverna, where guests would enjoy local specialties, if they wish 
 
Duration: 10:00 – 18:00 (approximately) 
To download pictures please click here. 

 

5. Food Tour 

Besides its history and natural beauty, the heart and soul of 

the island is its flourishing gastronomy; from traditional 

local recipes that dates decades ago to the modern 

impressive wide range of restaurants that offer top notch 

flavors and quality of services, without diverging from the 

spirit of the local production. 

For the visitor that is thrilled to explore the local flavours 

and the gastronomy aficionados, this private tour of the 

local products and recipes is perfect example of local 

cuisine.  

-Pollonia, our first stop in the gastronomic capital of Milos, 

right after the wine tasting session, for a first bite of local 

savory delicacies, like tomato fritters or pitarakia 

-Koufeto stop, still in Pollonia, a visit to one of the most renowned family owned pastry 
shops, to taste the Koufeto, the traditional local desert 
-Plaka, for the Karpouzopita stop, to visit the capital of Milos and explore the unique tast of 
the local watermelon pie 
-Plaka, for a short savory stop in one of the best restaurants of the village, to explore another 
traditional recipe  
-Adamas, a visit to a family owned and run restaurant, with its own cheese production unit, 
to indulge in the local cheese of Milos 
-Paliochori, the volcanic food stop, in the south coast of Milos, for the unique experience to 
taste food cooked in the volcanic sand 
-Winery in Pollonia, to explore the local wine varieties in a special winery, located in a cave 

To download pictures please click here.  
 

Duration: 6hrs 

 

http://www.travelmetomilos.com/
mailto:info@travelmilos.com
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/vh7t8gl8rroxhws/AAB_sKdMithrFHa7d1LMvrxca?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/ye1bqjxod0g3y43/AAAHyWYnpCZz60PdDzdbJ3mea?dl=0

